WEBINARS
Connect with our highly qualified audience of senior scientists and researchers through educational webinars. For the
scientist, webinars are free to attend. For your brand, webinars are a pipeline of qualified, active leads. Webinars are
recorded and remain freely available to listen to on-demand following the live event. Our physical sciences webinars
are well attended with over 2,000 attendees registering for events.
LITHIUM-ION BATTERY
SUPPLY CHAIN CHALLENGES

EMERGING STRATEGIES IN
PHOTOREDOX CATALYSIS

Moderating Journal: Joule
Two experts addressed all areas
of the supply chain—from raw
materials to end market—as
well as active material design
in light of resource constraints.

Moderating Journal: Chem
Three top chemists provided
their unique perspective
on visible light photoredox
catalysis as a source for new,
selective, and exciting bondforming reactions, inaccessible
or complementary to common
synthetic approaches.

Speakers included:
Sam Jaffe
Cairn Energy Research
Advisors
Elsa Olivetti
Massachusetts Institute
of Technology
Presented on:
October 25, 2017

NEW SPECTROSCOPIC
TECHNIQUES IN ENERGY
RESEARCH
Moderating Journal: Chem
Three world-leading
spectroscopists highlighted
the strengths and possibilities
offered by three different
spectroscopic techniques for
the study of energy storage
and converting systems.

Speakers included:

Speakers included:

Corey Stephenson
University of Michigan

Mischa Bonn
Max Planck Institute for
Polymer Research

David A. Nicewicz
The University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill

MOFS: WHAT ARE THEY
GOOD FOR?
Moderating Journal: Chem
Three leading experts from
the metal-organic framework
(MOF) research field discussed
why MOFs have emerged as
an intriguing class of porous
materials that simultaneously
possess crystallinity and
designability and hence can
be precisely tailored for
various functions.

ADVERTISING
OPPORTUNITIES

Speakers included:
Mircea Dincă
Massachusetts Institute
of Technology

Uwe Bergmann
Stanford PULSE Institute

Tehshik Yoon
University of Wisconsin,
Madison

Karl T. Mueller
Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory

Presented on:
June 14, 2017

Presented on:
April 20, 2017

Omar K. Farha
Northwestern University
Hong-Cai “Joe” Zhou
Texas A&M University
Presented on:
December 7, 2016

ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES ARE AVAILABLE ON A FIRST-COME, FIRST-SERVED BASIS
Position

Price

Units available

Reserve

Content collections

$7,500

Exclusive per collection

–

Webinars

Contact your sales representative

N/A

–

Banner ads cell.com

$55 per CPM*

–

–

Banner ads Electronic Table of Contents (eToC)

$1,950

Two per eToC

–

*Cost per 1,000 impressions

Get full rates at cellpress.concevoirlabs.com

For more information about marketing opportunities for Chem, Joule, and iScience, contact our sales team:
Jonathan Christison

Linsey Rosenthal

JC Landry

commercial director

director of sales

vice president

jchristison@cell.com

lrosenthal@americanmedicalcomm.com

jlandry@americanmedicalcomm.com

In 2016, Cell Press launched Chem, a high-impact chemistry journal
that provides a forum for pioneering research that showcases how
fundamental studies in chemistry and its related sub-disciplines are
addressing the global challenges of tomorrow.

STAY CONNECTED THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA AND ALERTS
CHEM

JOULE

iSCIENCE

@chem_cp

@joule_cp

@iscience_cp

facebook.com/ChemCellPress

facebook.com/JouleCellPress

facebook.com/iScienceCellPress

Register
info.cell.com/chem-registration

Register
info.cell.com/joule-registration

Register
info.cell.com/iscience-registration

The success of Chem led Cell Press to launch Joule in 2017.
A home for groundbreaking energy research, Joule gives authors
unparalleled visibility and is a connecting point for insights that
stimulate new thinking and spark new ideas—for the benefit of
society now and in the future.
In 2018, we are delighted to introduce the newest member of the
Cell Press family. iScience is a new interdisciplinary open access
journal publishing basic and applied research that advances
a specific field across life, physical, and earth sciences.

LED BY PASSION AND EXPERTISE
Like other Cell Press journals, Chem, Joule, and iScience are led by
an experienced editor-in-chief and a team of specialist scientific editors;
and are guided by an illustrious advisory board of leaders in the field.
Our advisory boards span the spectrum of sub-specialties, interests,
and geography and include Nobel Prize winners and rising stars and are
committed to delivering new and unique content to their communities.

Robert Langer
massachusetts
institute of technology

“The first issue of Chem covers a
diverse range of interesting topics.
It will be great if Chem can do for
chemistry what the Cell Press
journals have done for biology.”

Chem and Joule publish seminal and insightful research
articles from across the chemical and energy sciences
and at the interfaces between other disciplines.
This impactful content can be found within content
collections on journal websites.

CHEM EDITORS

CHEM AT A GLANCE

Andrew B. Holmes

Editor-in-Chief Dr. Robert Eagling brings nearly
two decades of successes at the Royal Society of
Chemistry to Cell Press. Working with Dr. Eagling
are scientific editors Ilaria Cianchetta, PhD, with
expertise in physical chemistry and materials
science; Vjekoslav Dekaris, PhD, an organic
synthetic chemist by training; and Fenglin Liao,
PhD, who specializes in physical chemistry
and catalysis.

• 580k+ page views across
www.cell.com/chem in 2017

“Chem has attracted some of the
very best chemists. Its distinguishing
feature is that their papers are
addressing problems at the interface
of areas of chemistry with materials
science and biology. Researchers will
find this a really good read.”

cell.com/chem/editors

• 340k+ full-text article
downloads in 2017
• 12 issues, over 200 articles
published in 2017
• 8k social audience

PUBLISHING
PIONEERING
RESEARCH

university of melbourne

Chem
• Physical Chemistry
• Synthesis and Catalysis
• Chemical Biology and Medicinal Chemistry
• Energy
• Materials
• Reviews

• Papers covered by media, including
CNN, CNBC, NPR, The Economist,
Chemical & Engineering News,
Chemistry World, Optics and
Photonics, Gizmodo, Technology
Review, and China Science Daily.

Joule

• 12 issues to be published in 2018

• Policy and Analysis

• Electrochemical Storage and Conversion
• Catalysis
• Solar Cells
• Heating and Cooling

NEW
JOURNAL

JOULE EDITORS

JOULE AT A GLANCE

Editor-in-Chief Dr. Philip Earis is a graduate
of Cambridge University in England and brings
more than 10 years of experience in publishing
impactful energy research to Joule. He came
to Cell Press after three years of living in India,
where he founded and ran Project Light, an
organization bringing solar power to marginalized
off-grid communities in India. Philip is joined by
scientific editors; Brandon Sutherland, PhD, who
has expertise in solar energy conversion and
nanotechnology; Rahul Malik, PhD, who specializes
in battery research; and Changrong (Rose)
Zhu, PhD, whose research expertise is in energy
storage, conversion, and catalysis.

(since launch in September 2017)

cell.com/joule/editors

• 12 issues to be published in 2018

• 165k page views across
www.cell.com/joule
• 200k full-text article downloads
• 700+ social audience
• 4 issues, over 100 articles
published
• Papers covered by media,
including, New York Times,
Newsweek, Science, BBC News,
Scientific American, Fast Company,
Forbes, Quartz, Axios, and
IEEE Spectrum.

Kang Xu

u.s. army research laboratory

“The reception of our paper is
completely beyond what I had
expected. I must say I am totally
overwhelmed! What an amazing
job by you and Joule! As a seasoned
scientist, I expect Joule will be a
very successful journal, and my
friends in the academic circle
are already convinced.”

SPONSOR
A CONTENT
COLLECTION
• Sponsorship of a dedicated email promoting each
content collection
• Targeted social media promotion of the content
collection throughout a 12-month period to the
extensive Twitter and Facebook audiences

iSCIENCE AT A GLANCE

Elisabetta Collini

Meet our Lead Editor Stefano Tonzani, PhD. A
graduate in chemical physics at the University
of Colorado, Boulder, Stefano brings 10 years
of experience in multiple editorial and business
roles in scientific publishing to iScience. He was
Editor-in-Chief for the Journal of Applied Polymer
Science and has contributed to the launch of
multidisciplinary open access titles such as Nature
Communications and Advanced Science.

• The first journal from Cell Press
to span all disciplines

“I fully embrace the vision of journals
like iScience. A new kind of journals
studied to be quick, open, transparent,
and interactive, where people can not
only publish the classic papers but
also comment on recent results and
open discussions on debated topics.
Also, the interdisciplinary aspect
is particularly attractive, especially
considering the growing amount of
cross-disciplines that are gaining
increasing interest and attention.”

cell.com/iscience/editors

• Metal-Organic Frameworks

Exclusive sponsorship of a content collection gives:

iSCIENCE EDITORS

• 10 issues to be published in 2018

• Biological and Bio-inspired

university of padova

• APAC-specific promotion through WeiBo and
Shanghai local network
• Co-branded banner ads on ScienceDirect’s
wide portfolios
• Promotion of collections at relevant conferences
and events (ACS, MRS, CCS, etc.)

